The concept of this residence was to create a minimalist living space with an emphasis on natural light. The blue wall, which is central to the residence design, serves to contrast the architectural ingenuity of the staircase and predominantly white living areas. It also enables a smooth visual transition to the bay area around it, affording visitors of the area a sense of cohesion between structure and environment.
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Urano bed by Leonardo Dainelli
http://www.falegneria1946.it/1024ing.html
http://www момой.info/uploads/interior-design/April-09/urano-bed-01.jpg

Ruben Arkipelag Pendant Lamp
http://www.shop.dopodomani.com/Shop/ruben_arkipelag_angeleuchte.jpg

The cave by Sakura Adachi
PEACE BRIDGE
LOCATED BETWEEN BUFFALO AND CANADA, CAN BE SEEN FROM THE NOWAK PIER
